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GRE ET I NGS, COLLEAGUE 
Th Western world has changed greatly in the past two centuries. North Americ is no longer the 

land of hope and opportunity that it was when Maxwell Anderson Mercer established the Aon Trinity 
those many decades ago. Indeed, we Trinity members have become virtual strangers in the place where 
Lon was born. 

The following files present an overview of the current situation in North America. Study them carefully. 
The Nordamerican theater of activity is one of the most complicated and dangerous regions in all of settled 
space. Even if you do not expect to spend time in field operations, you must understand the circumstances 
that your colleagues face there; the risks they face may well have impact on your own work. There are many 
socio-political circumstances at work in North America, and most find their origins in one of two sources. This 
pair of “watershed factors” is quite different From the other, but they both are of equal importance. 

The first source is the psi order-cum-corporation known as Orgotel<. Like all the proxies, Orgotek’s 
leader, Alex Cassel, has worked closely with Lon in the past. Despite the close relationship we share with 
Cassel, there is much that we don’t laow about his agenda. While his actions seem to indicate a shared 
interest in the Trinity’s goals, we cannot presume that every step h e  takes is admirable or even desirable. 

The second is the Federated States of America itself. The FSA is a classic fascist regime: Under the 
military’s umbrella of power, business interests direct the government to their advantage. The Trinity is 
thus restricted, less for the reason that our nominal headquarters are based in the Chicago arcology than 
due to strong philosophical differences. Lon, therefore, can influence the FSA only indirectly - through 
businesses, labor organizations, and other groups that share our concerns. 

Tensions run high between Orgotek and the Federated States. Orgotek participates in the nation’s 
economic and social growth, but there is constant conflict. Orgotek’s corporate policies are noticeably 
more lax than FSA society is, malting each Orgotelt complex a kind of liberal oasis in a sea of fascism. 
Proxy Alex Cassel takes pride in his identity as an American, but he’s one of the greatest public critics of 
the Federated States government (which doesn’t help Orgotek’s relationship with the FSA). After all, 
America’s leadership has hated and feared psions since the Gifted first appeared. The FSA will not 
outlaw psions as long as orders remain useful in the fight against Aberrants.. .but America won’t stop 
piling restrictions and complications on the Gifted, either. 

As if ideological differences weren’t enough, there’s the industrial side of things. Despite the Feder- 
ates States’ loss of political dominance, it remains a significant manufacturing nation. Its hardtech develop- 
ment (often using licensed Nihonjin innovations) creates another conflict with Orgotek’s biotechnological 
pursuits. The “techno” versus “orgo” battles are waged to varying degrees in settled space, but Nordamerica 
serves as the front line. The precedents set here echo throughout the civilized universe. 

Again, problems facing these areas aren’t exclusive to the Orgotek/FSA ideological split. 
Nordamericans of all backgrounds grow dissatisfied with their current circumstances. Insurgency, rang- 
ing From civil disobedience to minor terrorist incidents to full-blown civil war, keeps the  Federated 
States’ districts in disorder and uncertainty. Aon does not yet have a uniform policy with regard to these 
acts; operatives monitor the regions so that we may work toward resolutions that avoid all-out war. 

For these reasons, we acknowledge with gratitude your service to the Eon Trinity in North America. 
We hope that the files enclosed here enable you to advance your specific missions and Lon’s goals. 

Marilyn Koziana 
Deputy Director, North American Office 
L o n  Trinity 

Hope, Sacrifice, Unity 
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PSI ORDER ORGOTEI( PROf L E  
These files were compileci to educate hon  Trin- 

ity field operatives on the agenda of Orgotek and 
on the capabilities of its pions, the electrokinetics. 
Orgotek has a way of deflecting even the most con- 
certed interest - ironically, by having a very open 
public persona. The metacorporation has a PR ma- 
chine ils formidable as the one that Lon maintains. 
Orgotek’s spin doctors are highly skilled at making 
a media event out of the most mundane occurrence. 

Orgotek’s strong public presence gives the 
impression that the psi order’s operations are eas- 
ily monitored, but nothing could be further from 
the truth. Press releases flood OpNet bandwidth 
and broadcast transmissions, giving equal atten- 
tion to Proxy Cassel’s visit to the Philadelphia 
Arcology Public Elementaly #214, to the release 
of Telwe’s Eisenhower v6.33 computer agent, and 
to Lumen’s latest pan-corporate Summit on Meth- 
ods and Implementation in Holo-Optical Storage 
Technology. Triton Division researchers dread be- 
ing assigned to sift through the abundance of ma- 
terial that Orgotek pumps out on a daily basis. 

ORGOTEK MEDIA SATURATION 
- Analysis (Personal Addendum): Adele 

doing the best we can to keep t 
nfortunately, it all comes down 
Information. They shoot out a 

room. I exaggerate, but not much. I wouldn 
sed if Orgotek has a series of computer 
e sole purpose is to churn out all of this m I 

spotlight, he doesn’t notice what they’re 
up to behind the scenes. Further, since 
Orgotek’s media presence is so pervasive, Jo 
Hologram eventually tunes it out. Then, th 
company’s personnel can go virtually anywhere 
and raise little comment. 

This is not to say that Orgotek has no inter- 
est in pursuing financial gain or contributing to 
social programs. The organization is indeed 
unique among the psi orders in its dual mission: 
to defend humanity from threat of the Aberrants 
and to make a profit. As demonstrated through- 
out these files, Orgotek’s two goals are not al- 
ways mutually compatible, and various factions 
within the metacorporation assess their relative 
importances differently. These divergent philoso- 
phies seem to be the only chink in Orgotek’s 
impregnable armor. 

Otherwise, the metacorporation is a marvel 
of subtlety and bureaucratic efficiency, with long- 
term plans that even Trinity-affiliated 
clairsentients and telepaths can only guess at. 
Proxy Cassel is no doubt one of the most bril- 
liant men in the Solar System, and his inherent 
powers and cultural status give him unrivaled 
influence over the unfolding fate of mankind. 

Thus, operatives are strongly encouraged to 
maintain focus when dealing with Orgotek. The 
order isn’t above constructing an intricate cover 
to accomplish simple actions. Only through dili- 
gence can we learn the true circumstances be- 
hind Orgotek’s efforts. 

Hope, Sacrifice, Unity 
Neville Archer 
Director, Neptune Division 

METACORPORATION 
- 0 Webster‘s Dictionary [update March 21 161 
>>> audio pronunciation guide <<< 
[noun] 1. A corporate entity that takes on resport 

bligations typically assumed by governmenl 
. 2. A corporate entity that achieves “celebri 

ong the populace due to extensive pub 
and financial influence. Also metmati 

Electrokinesis Order’s media madness. The con- 
stant public displays that Orgotek puts on serve 

not directly to profit-m&ng, E 

wrporation. (slang metacorp or metanad 
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- Excerpk Texrnie convers from Orgonet 
[Orgoteks internal interactive communications 
and data network] 3.18.2 120 

De Koening: And so I told him that sure it 
was a decent offer but I wasn’t certain I was ready 
to go independent just yet. 

W i U i  I’ve met Apoclerado kbre. He thought 
you were just conning him to get a bigger offer. 

McCaskey laughs 

Ollinger: uh, hi? is this the way i do this? 
McCaskey: Hey, a trainee! Welcome aboard, 

Ollinger. 
D e  Koening: Srinivasan is allowing the 

newbies access to Orgonet? That’s not like him. 
Williams: Rumor is he’s mellowed since you 

graduated, De Koening. 
Ollinger: this is really weird 
McCaskey: This your first time on Orgonet, 

Ollinger: i think so. this isn’t like the opnet at all. 
De Koening: How long since you went 

Ollinger: just a week, and I got here last night 
Williams: You’re in for a treat, then. Welcome 

to electrokinesis. Your world will never be the same. 
Williams clinks a toast with McCaskey. 
Ollinger: i don’t know how to make any of 

this stuff work. flecks of paper and lint keep stick- 
ing to me, i fried my roommate’s datapad last 
night, and when i wake up in the middle of the 
night, the lights come on like arc lamps 

McCaskey: Heh, heh; get used to that for a 
little while. 

Williams: Until you master the little stuff. 
Remember your preparatory training, Ollinger. 
You’ll get all that under wraps soon enough, and 
then the fun begins. Were you d techie before 
you went through the tank? 

Ollinger: no, i was in sales at orgosoft farms 
De Koening: Ollinger, I was trained out at 

San Francisco, too. Be careful: Srinivasan’s a 

01 I i nger? 

through the chamber, kid? 

Williams: [hat’s norm,.. u.ltil you figure out 
how to regulate your internal currents, kid. Then 
you’ll feel pretty much just like you used to. I think. 

McCaskey: Yeah, it’s not like my sister said 
it was with I S M :  there’s no transcendent change 
in your life, you don’t ascend to a higher plane, 

I did. That’s the reason I got tested myself. 

I think those two have a thing offline. There will 
be one change to your life; your earning potential 
about doubles from the get-go. 

McCaskey invites De Koening to take a fan- 
tastic multimedia voyage inside his own body. 

Williams: It sure does. You’re going to see 
your base wage go way up here. Psions are in a 
whole different salary classification, according to 
human resources. We’re valuable, and the other 
metacorps would really like to snag us. 

McCaskey: But personally, I don’t think I could 
leave, even for a big offer from outside. I’m sure 
there’s a lot of resentment and other bullshit at the 
other metacorps, especially the American ones. 

Ollinger: sometimes i see things, shafts c 
light going From place to place, is that normal o1 
am i going crazy? 

Williams: That’s normal. We call it ‘spectrum 
sight.’ You catch flashes of all kinds of energy, 
including bio-galvanic flows. 

Ollinger: bio-galvanic? you just made that 
up to make fun of me, didn’t you? 

De Koening: No, that’s real; it’ll be explained in 
your classes. It governs the relationship between liv- 

De Koening: Excuse the social hour, Ollinge 

De Koening: Mr. Srinivasan, hello! 
Ollinger: eek 
Srinivasan: Good afternoon, Jacob. Martha 

I 

hardass. But he has to teach you stuff only once. Ollinger, you are late for your photomanipulation 
McCaskey: You’ll be on campus for another lab. I am closing your network connection. It will 

two months, and then you’ll do an internship with remain suspended for two weeks. 
one of the big subsidiaries or little spin-offs. 

Ollinger: i feel sort of weird, like i might throw 
up, all the time. or like my foot’s asleep, or my 
heart starts beating rreeaallyy fast, or something. 
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ORGOTE 
OVf RVlfW AND Gf Nf R A l  POllClEI 
- textfile conversion, Arthur Bengali, 

Neptune Division Associate 

ders. It has a large, well-funded PR arm that 
helps keep the group in the public eye. Fur- 
ther, Orgotek benefits from remaining on the 
universe’s collective mind due to its for-profit 
status. This situation may seem dichotomous, 

Orgotek is the best known of the psi or- 1YSIS: KNOWLEDGE IN MOTION (KIM) PRO 
rably upon Orgotek is because of 
pany’s Knowledge in Motion Project 

f the OpNet in 2061. So, KIM ca 
across North America providin 

diverse product li 
manner of researc 

ter databases full of subjects such as 
, science, literature, entertainment a 

ology, and atmo- 
nt to the idea at first 
merry pastime - 

sented formats makes learnin 
And many areas outside the ar 
ntertainment other than the au 

ia channels, so KIM has even more 

t for subversive ends. Howe 

tary conquest. CNsel strives to make it the 
penultimate metacorp in settled space. 

Orgotek maintains humanitarian corporate 

the E o n  Trinity is an organization committed 
to  humanitarian goals that cover a global per- 
spective. The main difference with the Big 0, 
of course, is the Big Green: money. 

deavors, however, since a number of 
equent the KIM courses. A single c 
ne  mission gone sour could put many inn 
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